Evaluation of travel and energy at ITM for 2011

Position?
○ Researcher
○ PhD
○ Technical administration staff...

On shorter business trips (within the Stockholm area) do you choose public transport if possible?
○ Yes
○ No
○ Sometimes
○ I never travel for business

On business trips shorter than 600 km (e.g. Oslo, Copenhagen, Gotenburg) how many times have you travelled by air?
○ None
○ 1-3
○ 4-8
○ >8
○ I never travel in business

On business trips shorter than 600 km how many times have you travelled by train?
○ None
○ 1-3
○ 4-8
○ >8
○ I never travel for business

On business trips shorter than 600 km how many times have you travelled by car?
○ None
○ 1-3
○ 4-8
○ >8
○ I never travel for business

On business trip longer than 600 km within Europe, how many times have you travelled by air?
○ None
○ 1-3
○ 4-8
○ >8
○ I never travel for business
On business trip longer than 600 km within Europe, how many times have you travelled by train?
- None
- 1-3
- 4-8
- >8
- I never travel for business

How many business trips by air to countries outside Europe have you made?
- None
- 1-3
- 4-8
- >8
- I never travel for business

Are you willing to replace some of the air travel with video conferences or video meetings?
- Yes
- No
- I never travel for conferences

When choosing a hotel do you consider environmental aspects like environmental certification (like "Svanen" within the Nordic countries)?
- Yes
- No
- Sometimes
- I never travel for business

Do you turn off your computer at the end of the day?
- Yes
- No
- Sometimes

Does your screen turn off automatically (black screen)? Keep in mind that pictures consume energy.
- Yes
- No

Do you switch off the laboratory lights when you're finished?
- Yes
- No
- Sometimes
- I never work in the lab

Do you pull down the fume hood sash (dragskåpet) when you are finished?
○ Yes
○ No
○ Sometimes
○ I never work in the lab

Skicka in svaren  Rensa all inmatning
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